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Automatic Navigation of a Long Range Rocket Vehicle 
H. S. TSIEN,l T. C. ADAMSON,2 and E. L. KNUTH2 
Daniel and Florence GuggenheillI Jet Propulsion Center, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 
The flight of a rocket vehicle in the equatorial plane of a 
rotating earth is considered with possible disturbances in 
the atllIosphere due to changes in density, in tellIperature, 
and in wind speed. These atllIospheric disturbances to-
gether with possible deviations in weight and in 1lI01lIent 
of inertia of the vehicle tend to change the flight path away 
frollI the norllIal flight path. The paper gives the condi-
tion for the proper cut-off tillIe for the rocket power, and 
the proper corrections in the elevator angle so that the 
vehicle will land at the chosen destination in spite of such 
disturbances. A schellIe of tracking and autollIatic navi-
gation involving a high-speed cOllIputer and elevator servo 
is suggested for this purpose. 
THE behavior of a vehicle flying thr'ough air is closely dependent upon the aerodynamic forces 
acting upon the vehicle. If, during one period of oscil-
lation of the vehicle, there is appreciable variation of 
the response of aerodynamic forces to the attitude of 
the vehicle through variations in speed, in aerodynamic 
coefficients, in air density, etc., then the behavior of the 
disturbed flight path cannot be described by a linear 
differential equation of constant coefficients. In fact, 
the basic differential equation actually has coefficients 
that are specified functions of time. A very simple ex-
ample of such motion is that of an artillery rocket dur-
ing burning of the propellant grain. As shown by J. B. 
Rosser, R. R. Newton, and G. L. Gross (1),3 the basic 
differential equation for this particular case can be 
written as Bessel's differential equation for the 
order 1/2. The general character of the solutions of 
such differential equations is quite different from the 
character of solutions of differential equations with 
constant coefficients. For instance, while for equations 
with constant coefficients the stability of solutions for 
the homogeneous equation is generally sufficient to 
insure the stability of solutions with reasonable forcing 
functions, this simple state of affairs no longer prevails 
for equations with variable coefficients. The present 
theory of control and stability is built almost exclusively 
upon the theory of differential equations with constant 
coefficients. Therefore to study the disturbed motion 
of rockets, new methods have to be used. 
R. Drenick in a recent paper (2) demonstrated the 
usefulness of ballistic disturbance theory in solving 
the control and guidance problem of ballistic trajec-
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tories described by equations with time-varying coef-
ficients. His theory is based upon the method of 
adjoint functions, first introduced by G. A. Bliss (3) 
during W orld War I. The purpose of the present paper 
is to make Drenick's theory more complete and definite 
and to apply it to the problem of automatic navigation 
of a long-range winged rocket vehicle. A system of con-
trol involving a fast computer is suggested, whereby the 
range errors due to changing atmospheric conditions 
and deviation from the standard weight of the vehicle 
are automatically corrected. The main objective here 
is not, however, to give the final design of such an auto-
matic navigation system, but rather to show the power 
of the ballistic disturbance theory for solving such prob-
lems and the various elements necessary for such a 
navigational system. 
Equations of Motion 
In order not to complicate matters, the vehicle is 
assumed to move in the equatorial plane of the rotating 
earth (Fig. 1). The planar motion is possible due to 
the absence of cross Coriolis force in the equatorial 
plane. The co-ordinate system is fixed with respect to 
the rotating earth, i.e., actually it rotates with the 
angular velocity n, the speed of earth rotation. The 
value of n is as follows: 
n = 7.2921 X 10-5 rad/sec .............. [1] 
In the equatorial plane, the position of the vehicle at 
any time instant t is specified by the radius r and angle IJ 
from the starting point of the vehicle. ro is the mean 
earth radius, its value is 
ro = 20.88 X 10' ft ................ [2] 
If g is the gravitational constant at the surface of the 
earth without the centrifugal force due to rotation, then 
g = 32.2577 it/sec' ................. [3] 
Let Rand 8 be the force per unit mass acting on the 
vehicle in the radial and the circumferential directions, 
respectively. Then the equations of motion of the 
center of gravity of the vehicle are 
c!:! = t I ;, -, l 
~ = R + r(iJ;± n)' - g(~r J 
r dt = e - 2t(O ± n) 
. ......... [4] 
3 Numbers in parentheses refer to the References on page 199. 
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where the plus sign in the second terms to the right will 
be valid for flights toward the east, and the minus sign 
for flights toward the west. 
The forces acting on the center of gravity of the ve-
hicle are the thrustj, the lift L, and the drag D (Fig. 1). 
Let W be the instantaneous weight of the vehicle with 
respect to g, and V the magnitude of air velocity rela-
tive to the vehicle. Then it is convenient to introduce 
the parameters \]f, A, and Do as follows: 
'If = tg 
w' 
Lg 
A = WV' 
Dg ~ = wiT ..... .... [5] 
It will be assumed that the natural wind velocity w is 
in the horizontal direction, positive if it is a head wind. 
w is considered as a fUllction of altitude r. If Vr is the 
radial velocity and Ve the circumferential velocity, i.e., 
Vr = r I 
Vo = rOI ..................... [6] 
then relative air velocity V is computed as 
V2 = vr 2 + (ve + W)2 ................ [7] 
If {3 is the angle between the thrust line and the hori· 
zontal direction, then the components of forces Rand e 
per unit mass are 
R = 'If sin f' + (ve + w)A - Vr~ ~ 
8 ,T. t:I A ( + ) A. '" •.•••••• [8] = '" cos I-' - Vr - Ve w u 
If N is the moment of forces about the center of 
gravity, divided by the moment of inertia of the vehicle, 
the equation for the angular acceleration is 
d{J dO dt = dt + N ................... [9] 
To completely specify the motion of the vehicle, the 
lift L, the drag D, and the moment m about the center 
of gravity have to be given as functions of time. Ac-
cording to the aerodynamic convention, the Land D 
will be expressed in terms of the lift coefficient C L 
and the drag coefficient CD as follows: 
L = ~ PV2SCL} 
]) = ~PV2SCD .................. [10] 
where p is the air density, a function of the altitude r, 
and S is a fixed reference area, say the wing area of the 
vehicle. In the present problem, since the motion of 
the vehicle is restricted to the equatorial plane, the 
attitude of the vehicle essential for aerodynamic cal-
culations is determined by the angle of attack4 a, i.e., 
the angle between the thrust line, or body axis and the 
relative air velocity vector (Fig. 1). The control on the 
motion of the vehicle is affected, however, through the 
elevator angle~. The parameters which will affect C L 
and CD are thus a and~. In addition, the aerodynamic 
coefficients are functions of the Reynolds number Re 
and the Mach number 111. Thus 
CL = CL(a, <, lvI, Re)/ 
CD = CD(a, <, lvI, Re)\·············· [I1J 
4 Drenick (Ref. 2) seems to take the sense of the angle of attack 
a opposite to the convention of aerodynamieists. 
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It will be assumed that the thrust line passes through 
the center of gravity of the vehicle; thus the thrust gives 
no moment. Since the angular motion of the vehicle 
during the powered flight is expected to be slow, the 
jet damping moment of the rocket is negligible. The 
only moment acting on the vehicle is then the aero-
dynamic moment m. m can be also expressed as a coef-
ficient C]VI as follows: 
m = ~PV2SICM .................. [12] 
where l is a reference length. The moment coefficient 
eM is again a function of the four parameters a, ~, M, 
and Re, or 
CM = CM(a, <, lvI, Re) .............. [13] 
If I is the moment of inertia of the vehicle, then the 
magnitude of N in Equation [9 J is 
N = mil .................... [14] 
With the rotations defined above, the system of equa-
tions of motion is as follows: 
dr dt = Vr 
de dt = Voir 
df' . dt = f' 
dV r • () (ve) 2 III = 'If 8m f' + ve + w A - vr~ + r ;: ± [! -
a(~Or=F .. [15] 
dd~ = 'If cos (3 - vrA - (ve + w)~ - 2vr(~ + [!) + 
~01!r = G 
r 
d{J 1 (it = ~l"'cos (3 - vrA - (ve + w)~) -
2 ~(~ + [! ) + N = H ) 
This system of equations is a set of first order equations 
for the six unknowns r, 0, {3, Vr , Ve ,and~. To solve it, 
T, 
\ 
F'IG. 1 FLIGHT PATH OF A LONG RANGE WINGED ROCKET 
(The size of the vehicle is greatly magnified for clear graphical 
represen ta tion.) 
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the six initial values at the start, t = 0, for the un-
knowns must be specified. In addition, the thrustf, the 
weight W, the moment of inertia I must be given for 
every time instant. To determine the aerodynamic 
forces, the elevator angle ~ must be specified as a func-
tion of time. The properties of the atmosphere must be 
known; i.e., wind velocity w, air density p, air viscosity 
and air velocity of sound must be given as functions 
of the altitude T. The angle of attack ex of the vehide 
cannot be specified; it is a quantity to be computed 
from the angle (3 and the relative air velocity vector V. 
Normal Flight Path 
Let the properties of the atmosphere be standardized 
and known as the properties of the normal atmosphere. 
The average characteristics of the vehicle and its 
power plant can be taken to be representative. Then 
if the elevator angle ~ is given as a function of time, the 
flight path of the vehicle is determined and can be cal-
culated by integrating the system of Equation [15]. 
The actual execution of this computation will be prob-
ably done on an electro-mechanical computer. This 
flight path of a standardized vehicle in normal atmos-
phere can be called the normal flight path. 
The dominating feature of the normal flight path is 
its range. This range is the distance between the take-
off point and the landing point. The problem of naviga-
tion is then to calculate the proper time for cut-off of the 
rocket and the proper variation of the elevator angle 
during flight so that the range is that desired. This 
problem of navigation for the standardized vehicle in 
normal atmosphere can be solved mathematically 
before the actual take-off of the vehicle, since all in-
formation for the normal flight path is known or speci-
fied beforehand. 
Disturbance Equations 
Natural atmospheric characteristics do not, of course, 
coincide with those assumed for the atmosphere. 
The wind velocity at each altitude changes according 
to the weather conditions; the temperature T is also 
a varying quantity. Therefore one should expect 
variations from the normal flight path due to changes in 
atmospheric conditions. The actual vehicle also may 
be somewhat different from the standardized vehicle, 
in weight, rocket performance, etc. Therefore actual 
flight path will be different from the normal flight path 
if the same elevator angle programming is used. The 
problem of navigation of an actual vehicle is that of 
correcting the elevator angle programming so that the 
range of the actual flight will be the same as the normal 
flight path and the destination is reached without error. 
Due to the rapidity of flight, this navigational prob-
lem cannot be solved by conventional method; but 
should be solved by an automatic computing system, 
which responds to every deviation from the normal 
conditions with a speed approaching instant action. 
The general problem of automatic navigation is very 
difficult indeed. However, the deviations from the 
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normal conditions are expeeted to be small, sinee the 
normal flight path is, after all, a good representation 
of the average i"iituation. This fact immediately i"iug-
gestR that only firRt order quantities in deviations lIeed 
be considered. This "linearization" is the baRis of the 
ballistic disturbance theory and the present theory of 
automatic navigation. 
Let quantities of the normal flight path he denoted 
by a bar over them and deviatiom; by the 0 Hign. Thui"i 
for the aetual flight path, 
l' = r + or, 
v, = iir + OV" 
o = ij + 00, 
Ve = iie + ove, 
(3=#+0(3/ 
t3 = ~ + ot3 \ ... [16] 
The deviations of the actual atmosphere from the nor-
mal atmosphere are expressed aR the deviation of den-
sity op, the deviation of temperature oT, and the devia-
tion of wind velocity ow; thus 
p = p + op, l' = T + 01', 10 = ti' + ow [17] 
The deviation of the actual vehicle from the normal ve-
hicle is assumed to be limited only to deviation of 
weight oW and the moment of inertia OJ. That is 
W = -Tv + oW, I = I + oI . ........... [18] 
The rate of propellant flow and the effective exhaust 
velocity of the rocket is assumed to be standard. The 
wing area 8 and the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
vehide as expressed by Equations [11] and [131 are 
also assumed to he invariant. 
By substituting Equations [1(;], [17], and [18] into 
the equations of motion, Equation [Hi 1, and retaining 
only firRt term deviations, one has 
dar 
dt - + ov, 
doO ve 1 (jj = - ~2 or + :;.ol'e .... [11)] 
do{3 = + 0t3 
dt 
~, + + dt = alor + a20{3 + (I,OV, + a40lJe (I"Of 
a60p + a70'i' + a80w + a,oW 
.. [20] 
dove 
-dT = /1)01' + b,oB (3 + b,ov, + b40ve + b,of + 
b60p + b70'i' + b80w + b,oW 
dot3 dt- = clor + C20 (3 + C30V r + c40ve + C50f + 
C60p + C70'1' + C80W +c,oW + clOO! 
The coefficientR a's, b'f-i, and c's are partial derivati vel-; 
of F, G, and H defined by Equations [151, evaluated Oil 
the normal flight path. That is, for example, 
a, = G;), n, = (~~) a3 = (~1~)' l 
a4 = (~~) (OF) _ (bif ) a5 = Of ' (16 - op , r12l ' 
a7 = (~~) (OF) a" = (OF) as = ow ' . oW 
These coefficientf-i are calculated in detail and given in 
the Appendix. 
The system of Equations [19] and [20] is the system 
of disturbance equations. They are linear. The coef-
ficients when evaluated on the normal flight path are 
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finally specified functions of time. If the deviations 
of the atmospheric properties op, oT, and oW are known, 
and if OE, oW, and OJ are specified, then this system of 
differential equations determines the deviations or, 00, 
o{3, ovr , ovo, and o~ from the normal trajectory. This is 
the direct problem in the ballistic disturbance theory. 
The problem of automatic navigation is however differ-
ent from this. What is required is the function OE, 
correction to the elevator angle, such that the range 
error is zero. As suggested by Drenick (2), this naviga-
tional problem can best be solved by the method of 
adjoint functions of Bliss. 
Adjoint Functions for Range Correction 
The principle of the method of adjoint functions is as 
follows (3): Let Yi(t), i = 1, ..... n, be determined by 
a system of linear equations 
dYi n d = I: aiiYi + Y i ................ [22] 
t j=1 
where aij are given coefficients which may be functions 
of the time t, and Y i are specified functions of time. 
N ow introduce a new set of functions Ai(t), called the 
adjoint functions to Yi(t), which satisfy the following 
system of differential equations 
dAi n 
-d = - I: aiiAj ................ [23] 
t j=1 
By multiplying Equation [22] by Ai and Equation [23] 
by Yi, and then adding the resultant equations, it can 
be shown that 
d n n 
d I: AiYi = I: AiYi ... ............ [24] 
t i=1 i=1 
Equation [24] can be integrated from t = tl to t = t2, 
n I n I it = t2 ( n ) I: AiYi I = I: AiYi + I: AiYi dt .. [25] 
i=l t=t2 i=1 t=tI t=tl 1=1 
Bliss named Equation [25] the "Fundamental For-
mula." 
For the present problem, the Yi are the disturbance 
quantities, i.e., 
YI = or, 
Y4 = oV r , 
Y2 = 00, 
Ys = ovo, Y3 ':. ~~JI. . ....... [26] Y6 - Uf' 
Then, according to Equation [20], the adjoint functions 
At satisfy the following differential equations 
dAI VO 
- de = - fiiA2 
dA, 
=0 
- dt 
dA3' 
-Tt == 
dA4 
- dt = Al 
dAs 1 
-Tt= -= A2 r 
dA6 
-Tt= 
The Yi are then 
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+ alA, + b
'
A5 + CIA6 I 
a2A, + b2A5 + C2A6 
... [27] 
+ a3A, + b3A5 + C3A6 
+ a4A, + b4AS + C,A6 
A3 
Y, = Y 2 = Y 3 = 0 f 
Y, = aso, + a60p + a,oT + asow + a,oW [28] 
Ys = bso, + b60p + b,oT + bsow + b90W .. 
Y 6 = cso, + C60p + c,oT + csow + c.oW + clOiil 
The Equations [27] do not determine the A-functions 
completely. To do that, a set of values for A must be 
specified at a certain instant. For the problem of auto-
matic navigation, the requirement is vanishing range 
error; then the required boundary conditions for 
Equations [27] can be determined as follows: If t2 is 
the time instant of landing of the actual vehicle, t2 the 
time instant of landing of the normal flight path, then 
t, = 12 + iii, .................. [29] 
Similarly with the subscript 2 denoting the quantities 
at the landing instant 
T2 = Y2 + or, ~ [ 
_ - +.0 .................. 30] O2 - O2 U 2 
But 
or2 is, however, zero by definition, because landing 
means contact with the surface of earth, T2 = r2 = roo 
By eliminating Ot2 from the Equations [31], 
iilJ2 = [- ~(~) or + iiIJ] _ ........... [32] 
r Vr t=l2 
Therefore if the magnitudes of Ai at the landing instant 
t = t2 are specified as 
Al = - ~ (~) } 
A2 = 1 r Vr t = 12 ••••••••••• [33] 
A3=A,=A5=A6=0 
then the error in range is given by 
n I 
I: AiYi I 00, = 
i =1 t=i2 
[AlOr + A2iiIJ + A30(3 + A,OV r + A50VO + A60131t=f2 .. [34] 
When the normal flight path is determined, the coef-
ficients in Equation [27] are specified as functions of 
time. These equations together with the end conditions 
of Equation [33] then determine the adjoint functions 
Ai' The integration has to be performed "backwards" 
for t < [2, by perhaps an electro-mechanical computer. 
With the adjoint functions so determined, one can use 
the Fundamental Formula of Equation [25] to modify 
the equation for the range error given by Equation [34]: 
Let [I denote the time instant for the pmver cut-off. 
Then the condition for the error 002 in range to be zero 
can be expressed as 
00, = 0[= f[AIOr + A,OO + A30(3 + A,OV r + AsOVO + A60131t=f,} [35] 
+ 2 [A,Y, + AS Y5 + A6Ysjdt 
il 
This is the basic equation for automatic navigation. It 
will be exploited presently. 
Cut-Off Condition 
The condition of Equation [3.5] for arbitrary dis-
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turbances can be broken down into two parts: The 
sum and the integral to be set to zero separately. 
Therefore the condition to be satisfied at the normal 
cut-off instant tl is 
[Allir + A21iO + A3lifj + A,liv, + Aslive + A6IiS]t~tl = 0 .. [36] 
Since the normal cut-off instant tl is a standard time 
instant, but not necessarily the actual cut-off instant 
tl , i.e., 
t, = II + litl .................. [37] 
Equation [36] should be converted into a more useful 
form involving the quantities at the actual cut-off 
instant. This is easily done, because up to the first 
order quantities, according to Equation [16] 
(lir)t~tl = (r)t~1J - (dt!!) _ litl - (f)t~h 
t t~1J 
Or 
(lir)t~tl = (r)t~tl - (f)t~tl - (v,)t~tllitl 
Similarly, 
(oO)t~h = (O)t~1J - (ii)t~ll - (~ve) _ litl 
r t~tl 
(o{3)t~ll = ({3)t~1J - (i3)t~h - (Mt~lliitl 
(oV,)t~tl = (V')t~tl - (V,)t~tl - (F)t~[llJtl 
(ove)t ~tl = (ve)t ~ IJ - (ve)t ~h - (G)t ~tl litl 
(OS)t~fl = (S)t~tl - (S)t~tl - (H)t~lllJtl 
where P, 0, and H, are the values of these quantities 
given by Equation [15] evaluated on the normal flight 
path. In fact, they should be evaluated at an instant 
just before the normal cut-off time tl so that the accelera-
ting force of the rocket is included and the rates of 
change of velocities are those of a powered flight. Now 
define J and J as follows, 
J = [AI*r + A2*0 + A3*fj + A'-V, + As*ve + A6*S]t~tl . . [38] 
and 
where Ai* are the values of Ai evaluated at the normal 
cut-off time tl. Then the condition to be satisfied at the 
actual cut-off instant tl is 
J = j + IAI*v, + A2* ~ + A3*13 + A,*F + A5*C + As*Ht . 1 r ft~1J 
(tl -II) .. [39] 
This is the equation to determine the proper instant of 
power cut-off. 
When the normal flight path is known, j and the 
quantity within the bracket to the right of Equation 
[39] are fixed. Then the whole right-hand side of 
Equation [39] can be considered as a linearly increasing 
function of time t, if t is substituted for tl. Simul-
taneously J can be computed at every instant before 
cut-off by using the predetermined A/ and values of 
position and velocity of the actual vehicle obtained by 
tracking stations. The magnitudes of the quantities 
on the two sides of Equation [39] can then be continu-
ously compared. Wh0n they are equal to each other, 
condition [39] is satisfied. Then the power cut-off 
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signal IS gIven and the rocket power is shut off.5 
Condition for AutoIllatic Navigation 
When the rocket power is shut off earlier or later 
than the normal cut-off instant t l , the propellant left 
in the tank, if not dumped, will alter the weight Wand 
the moment of inertia I of the vehicle. It is also pos-
sible that the pay load of the vehicle is not that speci-
fied for the standard vehicle. Then after power-off, 
there is a fixed oW and 01, fixed in the sense that they 
do not change with time, and are known once the power 
cut-off is affected. Of different character are the devia-
tions op, oT, ow of the actual atmosphere from the 
standard atmosphere. These are not known unless 
they are measured. In the following, it is proposed to 
use the vehicle itself as a measuring instrument, and 
proceed as follows: 
After the cut-off condition is satisfied, the condition 
for zero range error is that the integral in Equation [35] 
should vanish. Now since the Y i in that integrand in-
volving arbitrary disturbances op, oT, and ow is not 
known beforehand, this condition can be satisfied only 
if the integrand itself vanishes. That is, according to 
Equations [28], 
(A,aS + A5bs + A6CS)Ii, + (A,a6 + Asb6 + A6C6)lip + 
(A,a7 + A5b7 + A6C7 )oT + (A,aS + Asbs + A6CS)liw + (A,a, + 
Asb9 + A6C,)OW + A6Clool = 0 
Or, with the following notation 
ds = A,as + Asb, + A6CS 
d6 = A,a6 + Asb6 + A6C6 
d7 = A,a7 + Asb7 + A6C7 ...... [40] 
ds = A,as + Asbs + A6CS 
D = -(A,a, + A5b, + A6C9)OW - A6ClOlil 
this condition can be written as 
dsli, + d60p + d7liT + dsow = D .......... [41] 
Equation [20] can be rewritten as 
aso, + a6lip + a7liT + asow = A} 
bso, + b60p + b7liT + bsow =.B ......... [42] 
cso, + C60P + C70T + csow = C 
where 
dovr W A = dt - alor - a20fj - a30v, - a,live - a70 
dlive B = dt - blor - b2o{3 - b30v, - b,ove - b70W .. [43] 
dliS C = dt - clor - C2li fj - C30Vr - c,live - c,oW - clOol 
If the tracking stations for the vehicle will measure the 
quantities A, B, and C, then the atmospheric disturb-
ances op, oT, and ow can be determined by solving for 
these variations using Equation [42]. This is essentially 
using the vehicle itself as a measuring instrument for 
op, oT, and ow. When op, oT, and ow are known, Equa-
tion [41] gives the proper elevator angle correction OE. 
A mathematically equivalent way to calculate OE 
s Drenick's cut-off condition (Ref. 2) differs from that of 
Equation [39] in that the second term to the right is not present. 
It seems that this neglect is not justified and will introduce 
first order range error. 
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would be to directly solve for oe using the system of 
Equations [41] and [42]. Thus 
as a, a7 as IA a, a7 as 
b5 b, b7 bs IB be b7 bs 
..... [44] O. = 
C5 C, C7 Cs I~ C, C7 Cs ds d, d7 ds d, d7 ds" 
This equation specifies the necessary change in the 
elevator angle at every instant to be calculated from 
the quantities a's, b's, c's, and A, B, C, D at the same 
instant. These quantities consist partly of predeter-
mined information from the normal flight path, and 
partly of measured information on the position and the 
velocities of vehicle obtained by tracking the vehicle. 
At high altitudes where the air density is very small, 
the aerodynamic forces will be almost negligible in 
comparison with the gravitational and inertia forces. 
Then the quantities A, B, and C of Equation [43] will 
be the small difference of large magnitudes. These are 
then the quantities most difficult to determine accu-
rately. If the actual elevator angle is made to con-
form with the one calculated by Equation [44], then in 
conjunction with the proper power cut-off as specified 
in the last section the vehicle will be navigated to the 
chosen landing point in spite of the atmospheric dis-
turbances. 
Discussion 
When the general character of the flight path is 
chosen from the over-all engineering considerations, 
the first step is the calculation of the normal flight path 
using the properties of the standard atmosphere and the 
expected performance of the vehicle with normal weight. 
The knowledge of the normal flight path then deter-
mines the a's, b's, and c's. The Equation [27] together 
with the end conditions of Equation [33] allows the 
calculation of the adjoint functions Ai' All this in-
formation should be on hand before the actual flight of 
the vehicle, and may be called the "stored data." 
Before the power cut-off, the elevator angle may be 
programmed according to that for the normal flight 
path, and the stability of the vehicle is supplied by the 
jet vanes or by the auxiliary rockets. The tracking 
stations, however, go immediately into action and sup-
ply the vehicle with information on its positions and 
velocities. This information goes first into the cut-
off computer which, using the stored information, con-
tinuously compares the magnitudes of quantities on the 
two sides of Equation [39], the cut-off condition. When 
that condition is satisfied, the power cut-off is affected. 
At the instant of power cut-off, the tracking informa-
tion is switched to the computer for automatic naviga-
tion. The instant of power cut-off also fixes the 
amount of propellant in the tank and thus determines 
the variations of weight oW and inertia moment OJ from 
the standard. This information together with the 
stored data on the normal flight path then allows the 
computer to generate the elevator correction angle oe 
according to Equations [40], [43], and [44]. Theoreti-
cally the value of OE must be obtained without time 
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delay from the instant when the information is received, 
because Equation [44] is a condition of equality of two 
quantities evaluated at identical time instants. Prac-
tically there will be time delay due to the finite comput-
ing time. However, it is now clear that this computing 
time must be made very short in order to satisfy the 
condition of automatic navigation as accurately as pos-
sible. The computed correction OE combined with the 
elevator angle € determined for the normal flight path 
then gives the actual elevator angle setting E. The 
design of the control mechanism for the elevator from 
here on follows the conventional feed-back servo-
mechanism, with the usual criteria of quick action, 
stability, and accuracy. The general scheme of the 
automatic navigation of the vehicle then can be repre-
sented by the sketch in Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 2. SYSTEM OF AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION 
The primary purpose or the "duty" of the computer 
is then to properly digest the dynamic and the aero-
dynamic information of the vehicle and thus to decide 
the right flight path correction that will insure landing 
at the chosen destination. The purpose or the duty of 
the elevator servo is now simply to follow the command 
of the computer. If the servo is considered to be 
internal to the vehicle, then the computer can be con-
sidered to be a mechanism to account for the external 
conditions of the vehicle. This separation of the in-
ternal from the external is not necessary for the control 
of conventional aircraft. For conventional aircraft, the 
basic disturbance dynamic equations have constant 
coefficients and the computer can be merged with the 
servo through a single "amplifier" of essentially RC-
circuits. 
The computers envisaged here are carried in the 
vehicle and receive the information on positions and 
velocities from the fixed ground tracking stations (4). 
It will be beyond the scope of the present paper to dis-
cuss their design. But the required accuracy and speed 
to generate proper signal almost instantly would indi-
cate that they should be of the electronic digital type. 
If this is indeed the proper type to be used, then the 
separation of cut-off computer and the navigation 
computer is not necessary. All could be done in one 
computer by proper programming. 
Appendix 
Calculation of Coefficients 
The quantities F, G, and H are defined by Equation 
[15]. They contain the parameters \[I, A, A, and N. 
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According to their definition as given by Equations [5] 
and [14], they can be written as follows: 
'IF=fJL I 
;1 v I 
A = ~~ PSCL. Ivr' + (vo + w)' I~ 
........ [45] 
il = TV2 pSCDVVr' + (vo + w)' 
I 
J 
where the aerodynamic coefficients C L, CD, eM are 
functions of angle of attack a, elevator angle €, Mach 
number M, and the Reynolds number Re. These aero-
dynamic parameters are related to quantities immedi-
ately connected with the flight path as follows: 
0< = (3 - tan-l~~, Ve + w M = V /a(r), Re = pVI/J.L(r) 
" [46] 
where a(r) is the sound velocity in atmosphere, and iJ.(r) 
is the coefficient of viscosity of air, both functions of 
altitude r. In the following calculation, the thrust f 
will be considered to be a function of altitude only. It 
is also assumed that the composition of atmosphere at 
different altitudes remains the same as that of the 
standard atmosphere, only the density p and the tem-
perature T change. Thus the variations of a and J.l at 
any altitude are variations due to temperature T. 
For'li 
0'lF g of 
or = W~' 
0'lF 'IF 
oW = - W' .......... [47] 
9.:1 = A-~ OCL 
0(3 CL 00< 
oA = A .!. oCL 
OE CL OE 
~A = A l [1 + !ill OCL] 
op p CL oRe 
oA [M oCL 1 Re oCL 1 OJ.L] 
Dr = - A c--;" oM 21' + CL oRe ~ aT 
o~ = A Vo + w [M oCL + .Ii! oCL + 
ow V' CL oM CL oRe 
oA A 
AW W 
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1 +l oCL ~Vr_] 
CLOo<VO+W 
oA 
= aVo 
For fl., the partial derivatives are obtained from the 
above equations by substituting fl. for A, and CD for C L. 
For N, 
9..1i = N....!.. OCM 
0(3 CM 00< 
oN = N....!.. OCM 
OE CM OE 
oN = N! [1 + He OCM] 
op p CM oRe 
oN = _ N [M oC M 2 + Re OC M l OJ.L] 
aT CM oM 21' CM oRe J.L aT 
oN oN 
ow avo 
oN N 
OJ - I 
.. [49] 
With these partial derivatives, the coefficients a's, 
b's, and c's can be easily calculated: 
oF' 0'lF. dw oA 
a, = ~ = - sm (3 + - A + (ve + w) ~ -
or or dr or 
Vr ~~ + (~ ± n)' - 2 ~ (~ ± n) + 
2 ~ (?)' 
oF' M oil 
a, = 0(3 = 'IF cos (3 + (ve + w) 0(3 - Vr ()fJ 
oF' oA oil 
a3 = - = (vo + w) - - il - vr -OVr OV r OVr 
a4 = - = A + (vo + w)- - Vr -- + 2 - ± n oF' oA oil (vo ) 
ave avo aVo r .. [ 50 ] 
oF' oA oil 
as = OE = (vo + w) 1); - Vr OE 
oF' oA oil 
a6 = - = (ve + w) - - Vr -op op op 
oF' oA oil 
a7 = 01' = (ve + w)oT - Vr 01' 
oF' oA oil 
as = ow = A + (vo + w) ow - Vr ow 
oF' 0'lF. oA oil 
a, = oW = oW sm (3 + (vo + w) oW - Vr oW 
oG 0'lF oil dw b, = - = - cos (3 - Vr - - - il -
or or or dr 
( + ) oil + VrVO ve w - -or r' .. [51J 
OG b, = - = 0(3 
. oA oil 
- 'IF sm (3 - v -- - (vo + w) -
, r 0(3 0(3 
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OG b. = - = 
ave 
OG 
b, = OE = 
OG bs = - = 
op 
OG 
b7 = 07' = 
oA· aLl 
- A - Vr - - (VB + w) - -oVr oVr 
2G~±n) 
oA aLl Vr 
-Vr - - Ll - (VB + w) - - -OVB OVB r 
oA aLl 
- Vr OE - (VB + w) OE 
oA aLl 
-Vr--(VB+W)-
op op 
oA aLl 
- Vr 07' - (VB + w) 07' 
oG oA aLl 
bs = ow = -Vr ow - Ll - (VB + w) ow 
oG o~ oA aLl 
b9 = oW = oW cos f3 - Vr oW - (VB + w) oW 
Cl = oH - ~ \ ~ cos f3 - vrA - (VB + w)Ll -
or r2 1 
( VB ) I 1 \ o~ OA 2vr - ± n ' + - ,- cos f3 - Vr - -r \ r I or or 
(ve + w)M _ dw Ll + 2 VrVBt + oN 
or dr r2 I or 
, 
oH 1 \ . oA 
C2 = ~ = -;. I - ~ sm f3 - Vr ?)f3 -
(VB+W)~~~ +~: 
Ca = oH = 1 j _ A _ Vr oA _ (VB + w) aLl _ 
oV r r I oVr OVr 
2 (~± n) / + oN 
r \ OV r 
oA aLl 
- Vr -~ - Ll - (VB + w) - -OVB OVB 
2 1Jr ( + oN 
r \ OVB 
oH 1 J oA M/ o~ 
Co = (); = :; 1- l'r 6~ - (VB + w) OE \ + ;E 
oH 1) OA M/ oN 
Cs = 2i;; = -;. I - v, op - (ve + w) op \ + 2i;; 
oH 1 lOAM/ oN 
C7 = 'ill' = ; 1- Vr 07' - (VB + w) 07'1 + 07' 
Cs = oH = 1 1 _ Vr ?~ _ Ll _ (VB + w) M ~ + oN 
ow r/ ow OW) ow 
oH 1 )O~ ali M 
c, = oW = -;. I oW cos f3 - Vr () W - (VB + w) oW 
oH oN 
CiO = OJ = OJ 
.. [51] 
(cont'd) 
.. [52] 
After the power cut-off, the thrust f vanishes. Thus 
for t > t1, \]I and its derivatives are zero. 
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